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– TEENgarten Rain Forest Unit
By – Tricia Bardillo Subject –
Social Studies Grade Level –
TEENgarten. TEENgarten
Rainforest Unit Tip: I always
have trouble remembering
which is Frog and which is
Toad in the story. So I explained
it to our 2nd graders like this.
FSPK Innovations. Frog Street
Pre-K (FSPK) is a high quality,
research-based curriculum
organized into ten skills
domains that support integration
of curriculum and. Your English

language learners (ELLs) will
love this unit on frogs. Tie it to a
thematic unit about the pond
habitat and it becomes perfect
material for transitioning. Note,
there are multiple lesson plans
below! Topic: Weather. Goals:
The goals for this thematic unit
are for the students to gain an
understanding of the causes
and.
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